THE INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL
UNIVERSITY OF IBADAN
DETAILS OF SCHOOL UNIFORM
1. Cost of clothing materials: The school sells uniform and hostel materials to students at the
following rates:
School uniform materials
Boys: Shirt - ₦800/yard, Knickers - ₦850/yard;
Girls: Gown - ₦750/yard;
Hostel materials
Hostel wears for girls: Blue gown - ₦550yard,
Hostel wears for boys: Blue shirt - ₦550/yard, Grey trouser - ₦850/yard;
Sunday wears for girls: White gown (round neck) and white scarf - ₦650/yard;
Sunday wears for boys: White shirt - ₦650/yard and white trousers - ₦850/yard;
Pink coloured bed sheet/pillowcase materials: ₦550/yard.
Blue coloured bed sheet/pillowcase materials: ₦550/yard.
2. Purchase of clothing materials: Students are to buy requisite quantities of clothing
materials and make private arrangement to sew them in readiness for school resumption on
Tuesday, 12th September, 2017. Payment for the clothing materials is to be made into ISI
IGR Account Number 2017816821 at First Bank Plc and the duplicate bank tellers are to
be tendered in the Accounts office of the school from where receipt would be issued,
accordingly. The receipt is to be tendered at the point of collection of these materials.
3. Sewing instructions for girls: Gowns (4 school gowns and 4 house wears) are to be roundnecked, 4inches beyond the knee-cap, with inner pockets placed sideways. Hands are to be
of elbow length. The blue lines on the school uniform material should be sewn vertically and
not horizontally. Slits and darts are not permitted.
4. Sewing instructions for boys: The hands of shirts are to be of elbow length while shorts are
to be of knee length. 4 school shirts and 4 shorts will suffice for school uniform while 3
shirts and 3 trousers will suffice as hostel wears
5. School shoes: Black + white socks (canvas are not allowed). No other colour of shoes is
acceptable. Boots and high-heeled shoes are not allowed.
6. Socks: All students are to purchase 5 pairs of long white and black socks, to be worn daily

to school. Ankle socks are not allowed.

